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1 Introdution

The objet of this year's programming ontest is to drive a simulated ar around

a set of raing traks as fast as possible. The solutions you submit will onsist of

a trae of the ommands you give to the ar at eah moment of the simulation.

We will run your ommands on our simulator to determine your �nishing time,

and the team with the best overall performane will be rowned the winners!

Sine your submission is just a set of traes, we will not need to run your

program on our omputers, whih means you may use any programming lan-

guage for whih you have an implementation. You may also, if you wish, write

an interative program and \drive the ar" yourself to onstrut the trae, al-

though it is unlikely this will beat a alulated or post-optimized trae. If you

have a super-omputer available, you may use it. If you an harness a thousand

workstations to searh for the fastest trae, good for you! You an even write

the trae by hand (although we don't reommend it!).

We still require you to send in the soure ode you write for the ontest.

We also invite you to send us traks of your own design, whih we will publish

on the web after the ontest. Either of these may inuene the award of the

\Judges' Prize". We also enourage you to publish a web page yourselves about

your entry after the ompetition is over.

Let the games begin!
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2 Fixed Point Arithmeti

All alulations in the simulation take plae using integers with a 16-bit fra-

tional part (in 1/65536

th

s if you wish). You may assume the integer part to be

at most 10 bits:

bit 25: : :16 bit 15: : :0

Integer part Fration part

Let \=" to denote integer division, whih is always rounded towards zero:

8/3 = (-8)/(-3) = 2

(-8)/3 = 8/(-3) = -2

Furthermore, let << and >> denote the left and right bit-shift operations re-

spetively. Addition, subtration, negation, and inequality operators on �xed

point numbers are implemented by the normal integer operations. Multiplia-

tion and division on �xed point numbers x and y are de�ned as follows:

mul(x, y) f return (x * y) >> 16 g

div (x, y) f return (x << 16) / y g

Note that 32 bits is not enough for implementing these operations. We also

de�ne sine and osine over the interval �� � x � �:

sin(x) f

if (x < 0) return -sin(-x)

if (x > (�=2)

�x

) return sin(�

�x

� x)

x2 = mul(x, x)

x3 = mul(x, x2)

x5 = mul(x3, x2)

x7 = mul(x5, x2)

return x � x3/6 + x5/120 � x7/5040

g

os(x) f

x += (�=2)

�x

if (x > �

�x

) x �= (2�)

�x

return sin(x)

g

where:

(�=2)

�x

= 102944

�

�x

= 205887

(2�)

�x

= 411775
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3 Car Simulation Model

The state of the ar is desribed by four variables:

x { The x-oordinate of the position of the ar.

y { The y-oordinate of the position of the ar.

v { The veloity of the ar: v � 0.

d { The diretion of the ar: �� � d � �.

The simulation will proeed in time-steps. At eah step the ar an aelerate,

turn left, turn right, or brake. It is illegal to turn left and right simultaneously.

It is also illegal while braking to perform any other ation (you annot turn or

aelerate when braking). You may, however, aelerate and turn at the same

time, or just let the ar roll (do nothing), for a total of seven possible maneuvers

at eah time-step. The simulation is parameterized by the following onstants

(provided in �xed point arithmeti):

A = 24 { Aeleration fator.

B = 36 { Braking fator.

T = 64 { Turning fator.

L = 20000 { Limit on turn.

F

0;1;2

= 4, 12, 24 { Frition and air-resistane.

Using these, the state variables are updated from one time-step to the next as

follows:

v �= F

0

+ mul(F

1

, v) + mul(F

2

, mul(v,v)))

if (\aelerate") v += A

if (\brake") v �= B

if (v < 0) v = 0

if (\turn left") d �= div(T, mul(v,v) + L)

if (\turn right") d += div(T, mul(v,v) + L)

while (d < ��

�x

) d += (2�)

�x

while (d > �

�x

) d �= (2�)

�x

x += mul(v, os(d))

y += mul(v, sin(d))
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4 Trak Format

Traks are desribed as matries where eah element orresponds to a 1�1

square of a uniform surfae, suh as asphalt (the road) or grass (impassable).

Note that in the �xed point arithmeti a square is thus 65536�65536 frational

units. The �le format is text-based and looks as follows:

� Line 1: The width of the trak map as an integer.

� Line 2: The height of the trak map as an integer.

� Lines 3 to 2+height : The trak data; eah line ontaining width haraters.

We give an example trak together with the meaning of the haraters in the

data:

11

8

gggrwrwrggg

ggw..!..wgg

gr...!*..rg

gw..bbb..wg

gr..bbb..rg

gw.......wg

ggr.....rgg

gggwrwrwggg

. Road (a period). Here you an drive!

* Start position (onsidered as road).

! Goal line.

letter Impassable.

The di�erent letters for impassable are just for nier looks: g=green, r=red,

w=white, b=blue (no other letters are used in our maps). Furthermore:

� All maps of the ompetition will be of size 1024�768. You may want

to reate maps of other sizes for experimental purposes (there is a tool

PNG2TRK available to help you do this). We enourage you to ontribute

interesting maps to us!

� The data is given in growing x- and y-oordinate order. The �rst square

of the �le overs the area [0,1)�[0,1); the last [width-1,width)�[height-

1,height).

� Initially, the ar is positioned at the upper-left orner of the start square

(\*"). A trak may only ontain one start square. The ar is faing right

(the angle d is 0) and has no speed (v is also 0). In the above example, the

start position is (6, 2), or in �xed point arithmeti (6 * 65536, 2 * 65536).

� It is onsidered a rash to be loated on an impassable square at any

time-step. The simulation progresses disretely, so points between the

urrent position and the previous position should not be onsidered (in

partiular, you an tunnel through orners at high speed). The ar's top

speed is guaranteed to be less than one square per time-step.

� The trak is �nished if the ar enters the goal-line from the left. Formally:

the ar should be loated on a goal square with a greater x value than the

previous time-step.

� You annot enter the goal-line from the right. Formally: It is onsidered a

rash to be loated on a goal-line unless the previous ondition is ful�lled.
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5 Trae File Format

A solution onsists of a trae of ommands given to the ar at eah time-step. It

is the partiipants' responsibility to aurately implement the simulation model

so that idential results will be produed by our implementation. We provide a

limited web interfae to our simulator, whih, given a trae you generated for

any of the traks, simulates it and returns to you a summary of the simulation

results. You may use this interfae to ompare your simulator to ours.

The text based format used for the trae �le is a sequene of the following

ommands:

. Roll (no aeleration, braking or turning).

a. Aelerate.

b. Brake.

l. Roll and turn left.

r. Roll and turn right.

al. Aelerate and turn left.

ar. Aelerate and turn right.

Eah ommand is a set of letters terminated by a full-stop; the order of the

letters is not important

1

. White-spaes are ignored. End-of-�le marks the end

of the trae. Example:

a.a.al.al.al.b.b..

The ar aelerates the �rst two time-steps, then turns left while ontinuing to

aelerate for three time-steps, then brakes for two time-steps, and �nally just

roll for one time-step.

1

Revision 2: Order of letters within a ommand irrelevant.
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6 Tie-breaker: The Rally Ciruit

In the event that more than one team turns in an idential performane on the

ordinary traks, the ontest will be deided by a tie-breaker | a rae on a rally

iruit. On the rally iruit, it is allowed to turn and brake at the same time

| but the ar may skid. Controlled skidding is the seret of suess.

During a skid, the ar might not fae the diretion it is travelling in. We let d

remain the diretion it is faing, and add to the state t, the diretion of motion.

A skid ends when d and t are lose enough together. One time step beomes

23

:

turn = div(T, mul(v,v) + L)

di� = angledi� (t,d)

if (abs(di�) < turn or v == 0) t = d

v �= F

0

+ mul(F

1

, v) + mul(F

2

,mul(v,v)))

if (t 6= d) \skidding" = true

else if (\turning left or right and brake") \skidding" = true

else \skidding" = false

if (\skidding")

f turn = div(2*T,L)

if (\not aelerate") v �= B

skid

if (v < 0) f v = 0; t = d; return g

if (\aelerate")

f v

x

= mul(v,os(t)) + mul(A

skid

,os(d))

v

y

= mul(v,sin(t)) + mul(A

skid

,sin(d))

v = sqrt(mul(v

x

,v

x

) + mul(v

y

,v

y

)

t = atan2 (v

y

,v

x

)

if (mul(angledi� (t,d),di�) < 0 and abs(di�) < (�=2)

�x

) t = d g g

else f if (\aelerate") v += A

if (\brake") v �= B

if (v < 0) v = 0

turn = div(T, mul(v,v) + L) g

if (\turn left") d �= turn

if (\turn right") d += turn

while (d < ��

�x

) d += (2�)

�x

while (d > �

�x

) d �= (2�)

�x

if (\not skidding") t = d

x += mul(v, os(t))

y += mul(v, sin(t))

Here A

skid

= 22 and B

skid

= 32 (redued by 10%).

Rally traes begin with an x, followed by a sequene of trae ommands of the

same form as before. The new possible ommands are bl., br., abl. and abr..

2

Revision 1: Third assignment to turn moved, onstants A

skid

and B

skid

introdued.

3

Revision 3: Conditional assignment to t added after d is updated.
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7 Extended Fixed Point Arithmeti

The skidding model requires some more sophistiated �xed point arithmeti

operations, whih are given here

4

.

abs(x) f if (x < 0) return �x

else return x g

sqrt(x) f u = max(x,(1)

�x

)

l = 0

while (u 6= l) f g = div(u+l,(2)

�x

)

if (mul(g,g) � x) u = g

else l = g + 1 g

return u g

asin(x0) f x = 0

x �= div(sin(x) � x0,os(x))

x �= div(sin(x) � x0,os(x))

x �= div(sin(x) � x0,os(x))

return x g

atan(k) f if (k < 0) return �atan(�k)

if (k > (1)

�x

) return (�=2)

�x

� atan(div((1)

�x

,k))

return asin(div(k,sqrt((1)

�x

+mul(k,k)))) g

atan2 (y,x) f if (x = 0) if (y > 0) return (�=2)

�x

else if (y < 0) return �(�=2)

�x

else return 0

else if (y = 0) if (x > 0) return 0 else return (�)

�x

else f ip = false

mirror = false

if (x < 0) y = �y, x = �x, ip = true

if (y < 0) y = �y, mirror = true

if (y < x) result = atan(div(y,x))

else result = (�=2)

�x

� atan(div(x,y))

if (ip) result �= (�)

�x

if (mirror) result = �result

return result g g

angledi� (u,v) f di� = u�v

if (di� < �(�)

�x

) di� += (2�)

�x

else if (di� > (�)

�x

) di� �= (2�)

�x

return di� g

4

Revision 3: test for > replaed by � in sqrt. This orretion was also made in our

implementation.
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8 Submission

You will submit your solutions to us by uploading a ompressed �le arhive to

our web server, ontaining traes for some or all of the traks, your soure ode,

et. Details of the submission proess are explained on our web site. Traks

you design may also be submitted in a similar way.

Entries must be submitted at or before 23:59 GMT on Monday, June 30th.

Entries submitted during the �rst 24 hours of the ontest also ompete in a

\Lightning Division".

9 Winning

There are two ategories of traks, the ordinary ones and the rally iruit. The

primary objetive is to solve all the ordinary traks in as few simulation steps as

possible. In the event that several teams solve the ordinary traks in the same

total time, the solution for the rally iruit will be used to deide a winner.

The winning riteria are, most important �rst:

1. Number of ordinary traks solved.

2. Sum of the simulation times for the ordinary traks (lower is better).

3. Having a valid solution to the rally iruit.

4. The time for the rally iruit.

The \Judges Prize" will be awarded at our whim. Fators the judges may take

into aount inlude the software you enlose, a good solution to the tiebreaker

trak, or a beautiful trak of your own submitted during the ontest.
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